Semi-Supervised Ovulation Detection Based on Multiple Properties
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Abstract—Despite being a well-researched problem, ovulation detection in human female remains a difficult task. Most current methods for ovulation detection rely on measurements of a single property (e.g. morning body temperature) or at most on two properties (e.g. both salivary and vaginal electrical resistance). In this paper we present a machine learning based method for detecting the day in which ovulation occurs. Our method considered measurements of five different properties. We crawled a data-set from the web and showed that our method outperforms current state-of-the-art methods for ovulation detection. Our method performs well also when considering measurements of fewer properties. We show that our method’s performance can be further improved by using unlabeled data, that is, mensuration cycles without a know ovulation date. Our resulted machine learning model can be very useful for women trying to conceive that have trouble in recognizing their ovulation period, especially when some measurements are missing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Couples who face difficulties when trying to conceive occasionally opt for methods of ovulation detection. Therefore, various methods have been proposed [22]. These ovulation detection methods may be based on measurements of different properties, including Basal Body Temperature (BBT) (that is, body temperature measured immediately on waking up in the morning), Salivary Electrical Resistance (SER), Vaginal Electrical Resistance (VER), Ovulation Prediction Kits (OPKs), which measure the Luteinizing Hormone (LH) present in subject’s urine, and Cervical mucus. While all the above measurements have been shown to have some level of effectiveness in detecting ovulation [21], [16], [27], [15], [23], most existing methods rely only on measurements from a single property, or from two properties at most. Therefore, many of these methods do not reach very high accuracy.

In this paper we take a machine learning approach method for ovulation detection that takes into account five different measurements. We show that such an approach outperforms any currently used ovulation detection methods, which rely on measurements from fewer properties. The results of this method can be used to detect ovulation with higher accuracy for subjects who have performed all five measurements. Furthermore, due to the high accuracy, we show that such labeling can further be used to label additional unlabeled data, that is, menstrual cycles without a know ovulation date. This data, in turn, can be used for training a model that allows detecting ovulation based on measurements from a subset of these five properties. Our resulted model can be very useful for women trying to conceive that have trouble in recognizing their ovulation period.

Rather than treating the problem as a classification problem, we treat it as a regression problem. That is, given a full menstrual cycle, we detect the day in which the ovulation occurred. We therefore use the difference between the ovulation date predicted by the model and the actual ovulation date as a measure for the performance of our model.

II. RELATED WORK

Methods for ovulation detection were introduced many decades ago, both as an attempt at helping couples trying to conceive and as a method for birth-control. An increase in basal body temperature (BBT) should be expected immediately after ovulation occurs. Figure 1 illustrates the cyclic pattern in BBT during the menstrual cycle. As can be seen in the figure, such temperatures suggest that ovulation occurred in day 14 of the cycle. However, such a clear ovulation indication of a rise in BBT immediately after ovulation is not that common. Bauman [8] has found that BBT alone is not a good enough predictor, as only in 20% of the cycles Bauman recorded was a rise in BBT detected within a ±1 day range of the peak in LH (which Bauman used as ground truth).

Most of the current methods for ovulation detection are rule-based; e.g., [14], [27] they do not require a training corpus, and thus cannot be seen as machine learning approaches. One exception is the work by Chen et al. [12], which detects the beginning of menstrual cycles by applying a hidden Markov model with two hidden states, with the input being skin temperature. The measurements in their study were taken every 10 minutes during the subject sleep period using a special device. Despite ovulation detection being the main goal of Chen et al.’s work, since it is very complex to achieve ground truth with respect to the day in the menstrual cycle on which ovulation has actually occurred, the authors instead use the beginning of the menstrual cycle as their prediction target. Ground truth labels at the beginning of the menstrual cycle were reported directly by the subjects. Their method reached 92% accuracy, after filtering out some false-positive, false-negative, and undetected cycles. Another exception that uses a Bayesian approach for detecting ovulation based upon BBT is [11].

Many of the previous studies have focused on women with normal menstrual cycles [21]. However, infertility issues
are often coupled with irregular menstrual cycles [20], thus increasing the importance of detecting the exact ovulation date in women with irregular menstrual cycles.

In this paper we use semi-supervised learning to further improve the performance of the learned model. Semi-supervised learning requires a small labeled dataset as well as a large unlabeled dataset. There are many different semi-supervised methods [31], [7]; we use a bootstrapping semi-supervised self-training method [32].

III. THE DATASET

The dataset for this work was obtained from the OvaGraph website [30]. This website allows its users to record various menstrual characteristics with a goal of assisting them in finding their ovulation days. The website enables its users to record the following properties for each day:

1) Basal Body Temperature (BBT): the lowest body temperature attained during rest, and usually measured right after the user wakes up in the morning. These values are generally between 96 and 99 degrees Fahrenheit, with accuracy of up to 0.01 degree. Measurements are usually taken with a BBT dedicated oral thermometer (i.e., that is usually more accurate in the relevant range of temperatures).

2) Salivary Electrical Resistance (SER): These values are between 10 and 395. Measurements are taken with the OvaCue Fertility Monitor oral sensor.

3) Vaginal Electrical Resistance (VER): These values are between 1 and 399. Measurements are taken with the OvaCue Fertility Monitor vaginal sensor.

4) Ovulation Prediction Kit (OPK): These values are either “Positive” or “Negative”. This measurement checks the level of LH in the subject’s urine (high LH indicates ovulation).

5) Cervical mucus (5 different classes), breast tenderness (indicated if present), and ov pain (indicated if present): The values for these properties are reported by the users and require no additional accessories. An overview of these properties appears in recent work by Mulcaire-Jones et al. [23].

The website also allows its users to manually label their own assessment of their ovulation date (likely taking into account all recorded factors). One prediction is generated on the ovulation date based on BBT and a different one based on both SER and VER (while the exact algorithm used is not publicly available, it is likely based on [27] and [15], [14], respectively). The website users may choose whether to make their profile private or publicly available.

We crawled 118 publicly available profiles (women) from OvaGraph, which had a total of 283 cycles with measurements for each of the five properties (for a total of 6301 days with measurements). However, only 71 cycles out of these had an ovulation date labeled by the user (for a total of 2069 days with measurements). While these cycles were manually labeled, we believe that subjects with access to measurements of all these properties are likely to be able to detect their own ovulation day. Furthermore, subjects who went through the process of monitoring so many properties are likely to have a well developed understanding of ovulation and awareness of their own body. Such labeling may be the most accurate one might expect to obtain and may be as accurate as methods that detect ovulation based on ultrasound [24].

IV. DEEP LEARNING BASED METHODS

We developed two methods of deep learning, a convolutional neural network [19] and an LSTM neural network [17]. The convolutional neural network used two convolutional layers each with 12 filters, each of size 1 x 6. The convolution was across days and not across features. LSTM was selected as it performs well with sequences. Both neural networks use dropout for regularization and batch normalization. After
the convolutional or LSTM layers, both networks have fully connected layers with a final linear activation layer, which predicts the ovulation date.

These deep learning approaches cannot simply ignore missing data, but have to fill it in. Therefore, missing data-points were filled in by the latest known measurement for that specific property, or with the average, if no previous measurement was taken for that property. For example, if the BBT was 97.3 on day 3, but the user did not record her BBT on day 4, the BBT value for day 4 was set to 97.3 as well. If the user did not record her BBT from day 1, it was set to 97.67 which was the average BBT in the data-set. The CNN based method will be referred to as CNN Ovulation Detector (CNN-OD) and the LSTM-based method will be referred to as LSTM Ovulation Detector (LSTM-OD). The advantage of using deep learning methods is that they do not require manual feature generation. However, due to the lack of labeled data, we did not expect these methods to perform as well.

V. CONDITIONAL RANDOM FIELDS APPROACH

Another method presented in this paper is based on Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [18]. This method was selected since the data can clearly be observed as a sequence and the features that we use may be redundant. CRF was shown to work well also when its features may capture redundant properties [18]. CRF works well with missing data, a very important feature for our domain, as obviously not all properties had values for every day - and some days did not have measurements for any properties at all.

For each of the five properties, if it was present on a given day, we used the following features for the CRF model: the raw measurement value, the delta from each of the past 5 days and each of the 5 future days, the cumulative sum, and the cumulative sum of the future days. Additional important features that were added include the day within the cycle, the number of days remaining until the end of the cycle, and the number of days in the cycle. In cases in which the data was missing, no feature was emitted. The labeling of each day is either ‘0’, which implies that ovulation did not occur yet in the current cycle, or ‘1’, which indicates that ovulation has occurred in the current cycle. The day in the labeled sequence in each cycle on which there is a shift from ‘0’ to ‘1’ (i.e. the first ‘1’ in the sequence) indicates the ovulation day. We refer to this method as the CRF Ovulation Detector (CRF-OD).

A. Partially Observed Data

The vast majority of the data in the data-set does not include all properties. In fact, the more common problem is detecting ovulation with only partially observed data; that is, only some properties. In order to train models that only consider a subset of the properties, we only consider features that come from specific properties (and disregard the rest). However, as labeled data, we only use cycles that were labeled by the users and have measurements for all 5 properties. Despite the fact that we want to detect ovulation based on a subset of these properties, we cannot rely on hand-labeled ovulation dates to be accurate, if they are based on fewer properties. Since OPK measurement relies on the usage of disposable units, the first model we consider is CRF-OD without OPK. Since both SER and VER require the use of expensive sensors, we also consider CRF-OD without OPK, SER, and VER.

B. Semi-Supervised Methods

We consider a bootstrapping semi-supervised self-training method [32]. We use the generated model to label our unlabeled data and then use the newly labeled data as if its labels were ground-truth. It has been widely argued as to whether such methods of semi-supervised learning are useful. However, while we will show that we gain some (non-statistically significant) improvement from using self-training, our main goal was to increase the detection of the partially observed data methods. We believe that since the newly labeled data receives its labels from the model that observes all the data, these new labels are quite accurate and are, therefore, useful for training the partially observed data models, which observe only part of the data (i.e., only consider some properties).

VI. EXPERIMENTS

A. Methods Used

As baselines, we used the following 3 state-of-the-art methods. These methods rely either on measurements of a single property, or two properties at most.

1) BBT This method is the detected ovulation date based on BBT only, as presented by the website and is most likely based on the CUSUM algorithm which appears in [27].

2) Color This method is the detected ovulation date based on both SER and VER, as presented by the website and is most likely based on the algorithm which appears in [15]. These predictions are encoded by color, with “pink” and “purple” indicating that ovulation was detected. In case of multiple predictions, we select the first one to be this method’s prediction.

3) OPK This method predicts that the first “positive” on the OPK measurement is the ovulation date.

We tested the performance of the following proposed methods in detecting ovulation. The labels used for ground truth were the ovulation dates suggested by the users themselves.

1) CNN-OD the CNN based detector as described above.

2) LSTM-OD the LSTM based detector as described above. Both deep learning approaches used 10 random trials (500 epochs each), with a split of 51 cycles for training data and 20 for test data.

3) CRF-OD the CRF method as described above, which takes all features into account. Leave-one-out cross validation was used.

In addition, we tested the performance of the following partially observed data methods:

1) CRF-OD w/o OPK the CRF method as described above, which takes all features but OPK into account.
2) CRF-OD w/o OPK, SER, VER the CRF method as described above, which takes all features but OPK, SER and VER into account.

Leave-one-out cross validation was used for all these methods. Finally, we tested the following semi-supervised based methods:

1) SSCRF-OD the Semi Supervised CRF method as described above, which takes all features into account.
2) SSCRF-OD w/o OPK the Semi Supervised CRF method as described above, which takes all features but OPK into account.
3) SSCRF-OD w/o OPK, SER, VER the Semi Supervised CRF method as described above, which takes all features but OPK, SER and VER into account.

These methods used leave-one-out-cross-validation in the following manner. For each of these four methods, in each round, we trained the CRF-OD model on all the training data, except one cycle which was reserved for testing. Note that the CRF-OD model uses measurements from all five properties. Using this CRF-OD model, we labeled all the unlabeled data. Once all the unlabeled data was labeled, it was combined with all the training data (excluding the cycle left for testing) and each of the four semi supervised methods used only the features from the relevant properties to train a new model which was then used to label the left out cycle. This process was repeated 71 times (once for every cycle left out). This process ensured that no data was used both as training and as testing.

B. Results

Table I presents the results for the three baseline methods mentioned above. Performance is measured using Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE), between predicted ovulation day and reported ovulation day. Let $p_i$ be the model’s prediction for ovulation day for cycle $i$, $r_i$ be the reported ovulation day for cycle $i$, and let $n$ denote the number of cycles. RMSE is defined as:

$$RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \cdot \sum_{i=1}^{n} (p_i - r_i)^2} \quad (1)$$

and MAE is defined as:

$$MAE = \frac{1}{n} \cdot \sum_{i=1}^{n} |p_i - r_i| \quad (2)$$

These results suggest that the OPK measurement, even by itself, is an adequate indicator for ovulation. However, the OPK is one of the least frequent measurements in the full data-set as it is the only measurement that requires a one-time use article.

Table II presents the performance of the proposed machine learning based methods using measurements from all properties. As can be seen in the table, CRF-OD performed much better than all other approaches (including the baseline methods) and its detected ovulation days were close to those labeled by users. AAD of 1.00 implies that on average the CRF-OD method was off only by 1 day from the actual labeled data. Note, the labels themselves are not perfect, and since ovulation was labeled by different users, we cannot expect a method which will be correct at all times.

As suspected, both deep learning methods (CNN-OD and LSTM-OD) did not perform as well, since we did not have enough training data. Furthermore, despite OPK being one of the values in the input vector, for these methods neither of them performed even as well as the baseline OPK method.

We now turn to test the performance of the methods which do not observe all the data (Table III). As can be seen in the table, while the performance decays as we remove more and more properties, these methods still perform decently well, with the CRF-OD without OPK method outperforming all baseline methods, and the CRF-OD without OPK, SER, VER outperforming the baseline methods which do not use OPK measurements.

The most interesting results come from the semi-supervised methods. Table IV presents the performance of each of the semi-supervised methods. These results are further illustrated in Figure 2 in which they are compared to the performance of the same methods using only the labeled data. The error rate when observing all the properties was improved from a value of 1.00 (MAE) in CRF-OD to 0.901 in SSCRF-OD, and from 1.295 in CRF-OD without OPK to only 1.155 in SSCRF-OD without OPK. While the performance on each of these
methods has improved, the results reach statistical significance only for SSCRF-OD w/o OPK,SER,VER ($p < 0.05$) in which the error rate fell from 1.718 down to only 1.296.

VII. DISCUSSION

We believe that the performance obtained by the SSCRF-OD is nearly as accurate as user given labels for ovulation detection when measurements for all properties are present. However, taking advantage of unlabeled data with fewer properties represents a more complex problem. Such unlabeled cycles are what the data-set is actually composed of. The full data-set includes 2286 profiles (women) with a total of 8466 cycles (with measurements over a total of 183,266 days). In future work, we intend to use the full data-set in order to develop a method that will attain an increased performance level when using only a subset of the properties.

One limitation of using CRF is that it is a discriminative model. Therefore, confident scores are not particularly valuable. Especially when using only a subset of the properties, it would be very useful if the system could tell the user how confident it is in its prediction. In the domain of ovulation detection, this confidence value could have great impact both on the users trying to conceive and those who may be using ovulation detection as an additional method for birth control.

All results presented in this paper were obtained with very little training data. The nature of the data, which may be split into different views, may suggest using co-training [9]. However, using different techniques of co-training did not outperform SSCRF-OD. Such techniques may become useful for detecting ovulation based on a subset of the properties. Other semi-supervised learning approaches may be harnessed for our problem, as there are so few cycles with measurements for all properties which can be used as unlabeled data. Therefore, approaches such as the ladder framework [25] on the unlabeled data may not work as well either.

This paper assumes that subjects with access to measurements of many properties are likely to be able to detect their own ovulation day. However, since it is well known that humans suffer from many psychological biases (e.g. anchoring, framing) [29], [1], [10], [6], [26], the ovulation day detected may possibly be inaccurate. Nevertheless, the methods used in this paper can be used to better understand human behavior and predict what the subject believes her ovulation date is. This information can then be used by an autonomous agent interacting with a human, when trying to convince the human that the ovulation date is different than what she believes, or when explaining health symptoms. Modeling human behavior to support an agent interacting with a human, is common practice in the field of human-agent interaction [3], [5], [2], [4].

VIII. FUTURE WORK

While the current work focused on ovulation detection, future research should target predicting ovulation in advance. This task is more challenging, but far more useful in practice, as couples trying to conceive (or avoid pregnancy) must detect ovulation before it happens. We would like to note that While our model cannot currently predict ovulation ahead of time, it
can help women understand when the ovulation has occurred, which may be very useful for prognosis of infertility and may also assist in prediction of ovulation in future cycles.

We intend to further improve our methods for detecting ovulation based on fewer properties and use these methods to label the whole data-set. Increase in data-set size should allow the use of deep learning methods such as LSTM to predict ovulation before it occurs. Using this data, we hope to be able to predict ovulation in advance also based on a subset of properties.

IX. Conclusions

Despite the importance of ovulation detection in human female and the considerable research it has attracted, only a few machine learning approaches exist to solve this problem. In this paper, we proposed a machine learning-based method for ovulation detection drawing on measurements of different properties. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to take into account more than one or two properties, as our method considers five different properties. We show that our CRF-OD yields very good performance measures in detecting ovulation and outperforms current state-of-the-art methods (which do not take into account all properties). We demonstrate that a semi-supervised approach can further increase the method’s performance, especially when not all five property measurements are available. Namely, we show that by labeling unlabeled data, our CRF-based approach, which relies on only two of these properties, significantly outperforms its counterpart, which relies only on labeled data (while observing the same two properties), while also outperforming any current state-of-the-art method. Our resulted machine learning model can be very useful for women trying to conceive that have trouble in recognizing their ovulation period, especially when some measurements are missing.
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